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Introduction

Targets stem from performance management whole school targets and areas identified through 
Self Evaluation
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 INCLUSION

Status: In Progress Responsible: Head

Priority: Medium Monitor: Head

Team: SLT Dates: 01/09/19 - 31/08/20

Description: Focus on the bottom 20% of readers to ensure:
In key stage 1, pupils are able to read, write and use mathematical knowledge, ideas and 
operations so they are able to access a broad and balanced curriculum at key stage 2.

Strategy: -

Monitoring \ 
Evaluation:

-

Success Criteria
Description Completed

Bottom 20% are accurately and consistently identified across school Yes
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 CAREERS

Status: In Progress Responsible: Head

Priority: High Monitor: Head

Team: SLT Dates: 06/01/20 - 31/08/20

Description: Introduce, explore and understand the world of work.

Strategy: Provide an effective careers programme from Foundation Stage to Year 6, to encourage 
pupils to aspire, make good choices and understand what they need to do to reach and 
succeed in the careers to which they aspire. 

Monitoring \ 
Evaluation:

Contact has been made with Julie Scott WOW representative who will be meeting ST after 
February half term to plan programme.

STATUS TITLE DATES Responsible PRIORITY

Not 
Completed

ACCESS 

Description: Plan an annual programme alongside 
NTLT representative Julie Scott

30/11/19
to
14/12/19

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

MONITOR 

Description: Gather feedback after each event 
from pupils and staff and adjust year plan if 
necessary.

06/01/20
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Actions
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Success Criteria
Description Completed

Foundation Stage:Career Match-Ups Early years activity designed to introduce the concepts of 
jobs, careers and the World of Work

No

Foundation Stage: Talk to the Professional Employer visits arranged to introduce specific job 
roles and promote discussion and questions about careers

No

KS1: Superhero CV Workshop designed to explore the concept of skills linked with local 
employment

No

KS1: Career Snakes and Ladders Workshop designed to explore how the core skills of 
numeracy, literacy and ICT link to careers

No

KS1: Talk to the Professional Employer visits arranged to introduce specific job roles and 
promote discussion and questions about careers

No

KS2: Career Top Trumps Workshop designed to develop understanding of careers, skills, salary 
and working conditions

No

KS2: Career Desert Island Workshop designed to promote understanding of transferable skills 
and career choices

No

KS2: UN Sustainable Global Goals Activities designed to promote understanding of careers and 
their impact in the wider world

No

KS2: Career Workshops Employer led interactive workshops to develop an understanding of 
job roles, responsibilities and skills

No
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 CHARACTER EDUCATION

Status: In Progress Responsible: Head

Priority: High Monitor: Head

Team: SLT Dates: 06/01/20 - 31/08/20

Description: Developing pupils’ character, which we define as a set of positive personal traits, 
dispositions and virtues that informs their motivation and guides their conduct so that 
they reflect wisely, learn eagerly, behave with integrity and cooperate consistently well 
with others. This gives pupils the qualities they need to flourish in our society.

Strategy: Provide a character learning journey, personalised to the needs of children, whatever their 
background or circumstance - encouraging children to think critically and develop a 
mindset that thrives on looking at themselves and others from different perspectives.  
Develop resilience through many activities: being part of a team, performing challenges or 
having a leadership role. Class and homework projects to help prepare children for the 
new world of homework timetables. Develop children's sense of adventure and increase 
their self-sufficiency by taking part in new and unfamiliar activities. These transferable 
skills will stand them in good stead as they move off into the unfamiliar world of 
secondary education.

Monitoring \ 
Evaluation:

Training was enthusiastically received by staff. Box has been launched in assembly with 
children. Staff have planned to introduce a mission after February half term. Children are 
clear that this is an additional element to our unique curriculum to develop resilience, 
team building and problem solving. This has been built into a variety of subject areas to 
enhance curriculum delivery.

STATUS TITLE DATES Responsible PRIORITY

Completed CPD 

Description: Full day training for all staff, led by 
Commando Joes.

06/01/20
to
07/01/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

PLANNING 

Description: Ensure staff have time as a phase to 
plan principles and explorer journeys into half 
termly planning.

06/01/20
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

REVIEW 

Description: Gather views of staff and pupils to 
measure impact and inform future practice.

06/01/20
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Actions
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Success Criteria
Description Completed

Delivery of character education programme Yes

Impact reports No

Curriculum coverage links No

Personal progress reports and termly certificates for pupils No

All staff trained Yes
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 SAFETY IN TECHNOLOGY

Status: In Progress Responsible: Head

Priority: Medium Monitor: Head

Team: SLT Dates: 01/09/19 - 31/08/20

Description: Enable pupils to recognise the dangers of inappropriate use of mobile technology and 
social media and to recognise online and offline risks to their well-being.

Strategy: Regularly seek opportunities to remind children with regards to safety with technology. 
Display appropriate information in prominent parts of school. On return of ICT lead in 
summer term, implement a programme of events for children and parents.

Monitoring \ 
Evaluation:

Frequent assemblies have been delivered by the Head Teacher. Posters have been shared 
prior to displaying in children's bathrooms.  Picture news has focused on fake videos and 
how technology can be used in inappropriate ways. Positive body image messages have 
been given in assembly and posters are displayed in bathrooms with a clear focus in Key 
Stage 2 on not comparing oneself to false images on social media and the internet.

Success Criteria
Description Completed

Assemblies remind children of staying safe on line Yes

Appropriate Picture news articles shared and opportuinities for questions Yes

Display posters in accessible parts of school. Yes

Implement summer term programme of events No

Impact is measured through pupil voice No
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 SUBJECT LEADERSHIP

Status: In Progress Responsible: Head

Priority: Medium Monitor: Head

Team: SLT Dates: 01/09/19 - 31/08/20

Description: Develop the knowledge, skills and understanding of all subject leaders so that all they can 
demonstrate impact of their work within their own subject areas.

Strategy: In the role of a subject lead, understand and be able to communicate the progression of 
knowledge and skills in the subject from FS-Yr6 and raise the profile of the subject across 
the school. Monitor and evaluate progression of knowledge and skills throughout the 
whole school within the subject. Carry out paired lesson observations and book scrutinites 
with and experienced subject leader. Source and deliver CPD to those who require 
support. Attend relevant CPD and disseminate information as well as implement change 
when necessary.
Seek opportunities to elevate the status of the subject.

Monitoring \ 
Evaluation:

Progression documents have developed since last academic year and detail accumulative 
progression through, or of, knowledge and skills of the subject. Autumn term has provided 
comprehensive professional development for all teaching staff with regards to general 
subject leadership. Staff accessing LA training or Teaching School specific subject leader 
training, have cascaded information back to colleagues. Staff worked collaboratively to 
look at impact statements and agreed them for every subject area. Staff shared possible 
ofsted questions for deep dives and worked collaboratively to gather evidence. After a 
Local Authority led Deep Dive for Reading in Autumn term, leaders realised that greater 
clarity was necessary in impact statements and policies. The Literacy lead immediately 
developed hers for Literacy and shared these with staff as examplar documents. 
Foundation Stage Leader attended comprehensive curriculum conference and 
subsequently delivered training and detailed curriculum information to all subject leads. 
Impact: Staff have expressed confidence in  how the national curriculum builds upon the 
firm foundations of Early Years
Some subject leads (Science, History, PSHCE and Art) have had the opportunity to gather 
evidence in greater depth. This will continue this academic year for all subject leads. This 
has involved triangulation where subject leads have conducted a  learning walk, pupil 
voice and book scrutiny. Staff have had feedback throughout the process. In Art and 
Science there have been successful enrichment days to apply knowledge and skills learnt. 
Some Governors have attended school to meet with subject leads and all be be completed 
this academic year. Coaching: Literacy lead has supported less experienced members of 
staff to effectively monitor and triangulate information.
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STATUS TITLE DATES Responsible PRIORITY

Completed CPD 

Description: Identification and timely delivery of 
relevant CPD for all staff. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

Description: Ensure effective monitoring and 
evaluation systems in place for subject leads 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

COACHING 

Description: Ensure that there are opportunities 
for effective coaching at all levels. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

OUTCOMES 

Description: Enable all leaders to be able to 
demonstrate improving outcomes for pupils. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Completed SUPPORT 

Description: Offer support to staff to enable them 
to monitor and evaluate their subject areas. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

CHALLENGE 

Description: Ensure the effective use of governors 
and the appropriate sub-committees to support 
and challenge leaders in school 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Actions

Success Criteria
Description Completed

A completed skills audit of staff identifies gaps in knowledge and CPD needs. Yes

Up to date policy, website info, intent statement etc evidence the direction of the subject. No

Peer coaching/ paired observations will equip staff with the necessary skills to make accurate 
judgements of lessons and provide guidance when appropriate.

No

Enrichment days provide opportunities for the subject leader to lead the staff in CPD and 
generate opportunities for children to apply knowledge and skills and showcase their learning.

No
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 READING

Status: In Progress Responsible: Head

Priority: Medium Monitor: Head

Team: SLT Dates: 01/09/19 - 31/08/20

Description: Enhance the provision for reading to ensure that resources and approaches are well 
matched to needs and starting points. As a result of improvements to provision be able to 
demonstrate that outcomes are improving for children.

Strategy: Increase opportunities for children to engage in reading for pleasure. Teach reading skills 
in a range of subjects. Ensure all children make at least expected progress appropriate to 
individual starting points. Attend CPD on the teaching of reading. Seek opportunities to 
incorporate the teaching of reading within the wider curriculum. Be proactive in 
promoting the love of reading at every opportunity.

Monitoring \ 
Evaluation:

Reading has high status and is a priority in school. Children know that reading makes you 
smarter. Book bingo has successfully been implemented with impact upon the range that 
children read for pleasure. Texts used in class are appropriate to challenge children and to 
regularly introduce and explore new vocabulary. Children select a text from 3 carefully 
chosen authors to be read as a whole class story at the end of the day. This session is 
sacrosanct. Pupil voice evidences that children enjoy reading. Systems are in place and will 
be embedded across the year. There is strong evidence in reading diaries of regular 
reading at home. Where this is not the case, the class teacher challenges the parent. 
Excellent use is made of volunteers to hear pupils read regularly. Volunteers are trained 
(by the Literacy Leader)in how to listen to children read. Reading buddies allow further 
opportunities for reading with the impact of greater enjoyment on both younger and older 
pupils. There is evidence of reading across other subjects. The Literacy Lead plans to 
continually monitor all success criteria.
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STATUS TITLE DATES Responsible PRIORITY

Completed REVIEW 

Description: Review current provision and 
resources in relation to reading. 

30/11/19
to
14/12/19

Head Medium

Completed AUDIT 

Description: Audit the environment to ensure all 
appropriate spaces are fostering the schools drive 
to embed reading across the curriculum 

30/11/19
to
14/12/19

Head Medium

Completed TRAINING 

Description: Based on findings target training and 
provision to address opportunities to enhance and 
improve provision. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Completed MONITOR 

Description: Monitor and evaluate the changes to 
provision to ensure that they are impactful and cost 
effective. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

OPPORTUNITY 

Description: Develop greater opportunities for 
reading across the curriculum. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Completed FREQUENCY 

Description: Develop opportunities to enhance the 
frequency and quality of direct teaching of reading 

30/11/19
to
14/02/20

Head Medium

Actions

Success Criteria
Description Completed

Lesson observations and book scrutinites will show increased opportunities for reading across 
the curriculum.  

Yes

Within lessons, children are able to access texts and vocabulary at a level higher than they are 
able to read independently.

Yes

Children are exposed to a wider range of text types and authors. Yes

Children verbalise a love of reading. Yes

Diaries/records evidence the breadth of reading taking place. Yes
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 FEEDBACK - PUPIL PROGRESS

Status: In Progress Responsible: Head

Priority: Medium Monitor: Head

Team: SLT Dates: 01/09/19 - 31/08/20

Description: Refine and embed approaches to feedback so that pupils are increasingly empowered to 
self-correct and enhance their own work. This will be evidenced by more pupils making 
progress that is better than expected with a focus those who are higher attaining or have 
the potential to be higher attaining.

Strategy: Fully embed ‘Live Marking’ across the curriculum. Increasing opportunities for children to 
reflect, edit and improve their work in response to feedback and higher order questioning. 
Establish clear, consistent approaches and expectations to live marking. Through regular 
Book Looks across a range of subjects, staff view examples of work and share good 
practice.

Monitoring \ 
Evaluation:

SLT attended training with regards to reducing workload through marking led by Chair of 
Dfe marking review group, dawn Copping. From September new system introduce, 
referred to as live marking. This was monitored after three weeks and inconsistencies 
were identified and immediately addressed. Greater consistency exists and staff have 
more clarity with regards to expectations and impact of this process. Impact: more time 
for planning of lessons and developing resources. Teacher feedback has striking impact 
within lessons and there is greater opportunities for children to edit and up-level work 
immediately. Impact: children have ownership to self correct.
Some children are confidently able to verbalise their learning and progress, but this 
continues to be a point for action for staff. Scrutiny evidences that misconceptions are 
being addressed, minor errors are amended, which impacts immediately on subsequent 
work.
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STATUS TITLE DATES Responsible PRIORITY

Not 
Completed

SUPPORT 

Description: Support staff in the adoption of new 
approaches to feedback and marking.

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

FEEDBACK 

Description: Pupils are shown, through dialogic 
marking and feedback, what they have done well, 
how to improve and have opportunities to respond 
to comments to make improvements

30/11/19
to
17/04/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

MONITORING 

Description: Higher attaining pupils and those with 
the potential to be higher attaining are the focus of 
monitoring and evaluation. 

30/11/19
to
17/07/20

Head Medium

Not 
Completed

PUPILS 

Description: Pupil’s ability to self-correct and 
enhance their work are noted in books. 

02/12/19
to
14/02/20

Head Medium

Actions

Success Criteria
Description Completed

The proportion of pupils achieving above the expected level is increased across school in for 
example, reading, writing, maths and science.

No

Lesson observations and book scrutinies demonstrate a consistent approach to live marking. Yes

Pupil voice evidences how feedback is given and the impact it has on pupils’ learning and 
progress. 

Yes

When appropriate, annotations show where teachers/TAs have addressed misconceptions or 
posed individual challenges which enable children to attain/achieve a higher level of success. 

No

Outcomes show that all children are making at least expected progress from individual starting 
points.

No
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